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Introduction
The transition from the streamer to the secondary streamer and finally to the heated channel leading to spark breakdown in air are phenomena of general importance, for example when working with various atmospheric pressure electrical discharges, as well as in the design of high voltage (HV) devices. The first studies of the atmospheric pressure air breakdown mechanism appeared several decades ago [1] [2] [3] and the streamer breakdown theory was introduced by Meek [4] , Raether [5] and Loeb [6] in the middle of the 20th century. However, because of the complexity of this problem, investigations of the breakdown mechanism, streamers and their propagation have continued up to nowadays [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
We investigated a relatively novel type of atmospheric pressure discharge, named the transient spark (TS) [13] [14] [15] . The TS is a dc-operated, self-pulsing and filamentary discharge with typical repetition rate in the range 1-10 kHz. Fundamental research of the TS characteristics revealed that it is initiated by a primary streamer, followed by a secondary streamer generating the short current pulse [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Current pulses have maximum amplitude in the range of a few Amps, but are sufficiently short (∼10-100 ns). Thus, significant heating of the treated gas is avoided and the generated plasma is non-equilibrium and highly reactive, with an electron density up to approximately 10 17 cm −3 [18] . The gas breakdown leading to the spark formation is not desired in many electrical discharges and non-thermal plasma applications but, periodic streamer-to-spark transition with restricted spark phase like in the TS can bring multiple benefits in various applications of non-thermal plasmas, such as local and transient elevation of the gas temperature, formation of hydrodynamic expansion and production of reactive species in high concentrations [9, 17, [19] [20] [21] . However, the control of power dissipation and discharge inception is still not fully understood and the TS represents an excellent object for the study of the rapid streamer-to-spark transition. This is not only an issue for new plasma applications, but also for explanation of phenomena like lightning or transient luminous event in the upper atmosphere [22] [23] [24] [25] . Despite different time and length scales, similar discharge evolution and characteristics can be expected there.
In particular, further fundamental research of TS is needed, e.g. for the explanation of TS peculiarities as they change with increasing pulse repetition frequency [14, 16] . Based on the significant shortening of the streamer-to-spark transition delay time [16] , a change of the breakdown mechanism in the TS with the increasing pulse repetition frequency is assumed. There are probably several 'memory' effects (especially preheating, residual ions, and changes of the gas composition by previous TS pulses) in the gap. Residual space charges may also influence the discharge development, similar as obtained in dielectric barrier discharge with electrode's geometry generating subsequent single discharge filaments at the same location [26] .
The time-resolved imaging using intensified CCD cameras provides information about the various streamer characteristics, such as propagation velocity, branching, or channel thickness [27] [28] [29] . Even the propagation of a single discharge event can be detected using several synchronized intensified CCD cameras [26] . Fast streak cameras and crosscorrelation spectroscopy (CCS) enable a more detailed and time-resolved information about the evolution of transient discharge events [30, 31] . In this paper we explore the entire evolution of the TS discharge from the primary streamer to the spark breakdown at a pulse repetition frequency in the range 8-10 kHz. CCS was used [32, 33] , since it is very sensitive and suitable for the investigation of self-pulsing and strongly erratic appearing discharges. Other techniques like intensified CCD cameras require precise external synchronization with the discharge event and do not achieve sufficiently high temporal resolution and sensitivity.
Experimental setup
The positive polarity TS was generated in dry atmospheric pressure air between steel electrodes in point-to-plane configuration. The gap length was 4 mm. The DC HV power supply was connected to the point electrode via a series resistor R=6.85 MΩ while the plate electrode was grounded The CCS was used to explore the entire evolution of the TS discharge. The emission from the discharge corresponding to the second positive system (SPS) of N 2 (0-0 transition at 337.1 nm), the first negative system (FNS) of N 2 + (0-0 transition at 391.4 nm), and the emission lines of atomic oxygen (777.1 nm) and nitrogen (746 nm) were recorded. The CCS method was described elsewhere [34, 35] , so only specific features of the set-up used in this study are described. The idea of CCS is to accumulate single photons together with their time information from high-frequency repetitive discharge events. The time information of each photon is determined from its correlation to the integral light pulse of the same discharge, i.e. cross-correlation method. Therefore, the light pulses are investigated by two photomultipliers (PMTs). The PMT 1 detects the single photons after spatial and spectral separation, while PMT 2 defines the relative timescale of the light pulses being investigated. Both pulses are processed by the time-correlated single photon counter (TC-SPC, details being described elsewhere [32, 34] ). To enable proper data acquisition in the reversed start-stop mode of the TC-SPC, the PMT 2 signal is delayed by a delay box (not shown) and an additional coaxial cable loop (30 m). The spectral resolution of the main-signal (PMT 1) is given by diffraction in a Czerny-Turner type monochromator with adjustable entrance and exit slits, grating with 1200 grooves mm −1 (blaze 300 nm). The spatially resolved acquisition of the temporally resolved discharge luminosity curves is achieved by an automatic scanning procedure. Therefore, the main-signal is imaged on the entrance slit of the monochromator via an achromatic lens and a rotating mirror. The rotating mirror and the TC-SPC card are both controlled by a scanning device (not shown in figure 1 ) enabling the controlled spatially and temporally resolved data acquisition.
Results

Electrical discharge characteristics
When the HV applied to the point electrode V is progressively increased, a transition from streamer-corona to TS occurs when a characteristic voltage V TS is achieved. The formation of the TS happens after a primary streamer crossed the whole gap and manifests itself in the generation of a conductive plasma channel. The plasma current discharges the internal capacitance C int (∼20 pF) of the electrical circuit. The corresponding current is given by
and reaches a maximum value in the range of a few Amps. Due to discharging of the internal capacity and the resistive fall on the external resistance, the applied voltage drops to zero leading to discharge decay (figure 2). This is followed by a relaxation phase, where the internal capacitance of the circuit is recharged by the growing potential V on the point electrode. A new TS pulse is initiated when V reaches the breakdown voltage V TS again. Thus, the TS is based on the repetitive charging and discharging of C int with a characteristic frequency f, which is given by the values of C int and R as well as the generator voltage V g [14] :
However, it must be emphasized that the TS repetition frequency is not perfectly regular as each TS pulse appears at a slightly different value of V TS [16] . Therefore, only averaged TS repetition frequency can be defined. For the set-up used in this study, the average TS repetition frequency is adjustable in the range 1-10 kHz. Further increase of frequency above 10 kHz was not possible, because the increase of f is accompanied by the increase of the mean current, and the TS tends to transit into a high pressure glow discharge at mean currents above 1.5 mA. The glow discharge regime is described in more detail in [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Since this study is intended to the investigation of 'memory' effects occurring in the TS discharge, experiments were focused on conditions where the average frequency was close to 10 kHz. In fact, the TS repetition frequency varied in the range 8-10 kHz, with the mean current between 1.3 and 1.4 mA. In order to keep the TS frequency as close to 10 kHz as possible, the generator voltage was tuned in the range 12.3-12.5 kV. The CCS study of breakdown mechanism in TS at lower frequencies was not possible due to long and variable streamer-to-spark transition time. Moreover, even the repetition frequency 8-10 kHz is relatively low to accumulate a sufficient amount of photons in a reasonable accumulation time. Figure 3 shows an averaged TS current pulse obtained at a repetition frequency in the range 8-10 kHz and correlates it with the measured luminosity distribution as obtained by CCS for the selected spectral band of the SPS and oxygen atomic line (777.1 nm), with a temporal resolution of about 60 ps and a spatial resolution (i.e. along the discharge inter-electrode axis) of 100 μm. A cathode directed (or primary) streamer starts in the region in the proximity of the anode and reaches the cathode at about 8 ns. This phase corresponds with an increasing but still relatively low current. Please note that the single shot (i.e. not averaged) current pulse in figure 2 shows a small local maximum of about 1 A in the range 0-20 ns. The transition to the spark starts at about 20 ns and is characterized by an axially uniform light emission and the formation of the higher current peak (time ∼20-60 ns in figure 2 ). The emission of the TS spark phase is dominated by the emission of atomic lines (O * and N * , the latter not shown as it is similar to O * ). The FNS signal was also detected. Obviously, this phase is characterized by a highly ionized plasma channel, with excited species generated probably by stepwise processes.
CCS records
During the primary streamer (time ∼0-8 ns in figure 4 ), the emission of the SPS dominates, but a weak emission of the FNS and very weak emission of excited atomic oxygen are also observed. The interesting fact of the FNS being constantly ahead of the SPS signal during the streamer propagation was discussed and clarified in detail in [41] . The transition to the spark (developed at time ∼13-27 ns in figure 4 ) is observed within about 5 ns after the primary streamer bridges the electrodes. The spark itself is preceded not only by the primary streamer, but also by a feature (times ∼8-11 ns in figure 4 ) that probably represents a secondary streamer [42] . Some CCS records also indicate the presence of a return stroke between the primary and the secondary streamer, such as obtained by Gerling et al in argon TS [43] . However, it remains uncertain due to shorter time scales of discharge evolution in air and limited sensitivity of the CCS given by Poisson statistics (we cannot see weaker events because of stronger signal from the primary and secondary streamer).
Calculation or reduced electric field strength
Using the FNS and SPS signals, the reduced electric field strength (E/N) during the primary streamer phase of the TS discharge was determined (figure 5). The method of reduced electric field strength determination in weakly ionized phases of discharge development from the intensity ratio of the spectral bands of molecular nitrogen (FNS and SPS systems) is well known [32] [33] [34] [35] . Recently, the details, advantages and limitations of this method have been discussed in [44, 45] . The issue of fast electron velocity distribution function relaxation for different electric field magnitudes, and the influence of the gas temperature were discussed for atmospheric pressure air [44] . The influence of the different quenching parameters and calibration dependences of the FNS to SPS signal intensity (R FNS/SPS ) as function of E/N were described in [45] .
Here, the relative reduced electric field strength was determined using the differential form of the intensity ratio dependence on reduced electric field strength R FNS/SPS (E/N) as given in [45] . The following equation was used: The absolute values of the reduced electric field were obtained by comparing the applied voltage and computed integral of the determined electric field over the gap. Similarly to the ultra-fast breakdown in Trichel pulse negative corona and single filament barrier discharges in atmospheric pressure air, the condition of local field approximation is also fulfilled [44] .
The spatio-temporally resolved development of E/N in the cathode directed streamer is shown in figure 5 . The reduced electric field starts to rise already in the close vicinity of the pin anode. Approximately at 1 mm distance from the anode the streamer has created a space charge field exceeding 150 Td. This value increases up to the approximately 300 Td at the streamer impact onto the cathode. On the way of the streamer head to the cathode the reduced electric field is around 250 Td.
This method is not applicable for the next phases of the TS discharge, because only the SPS emission and no FNS emission are observed during the secondary streamer. During the spark phase on the contrary, only the FNS emission and atomic lines were detected, but no SPS emission. Moreover, this method is only suitable if direct electron impact processes dominate in the studied plasma. In the TS during the spark phase, the stepwise processes generating excited N 2 + ions are much more likely since the electron density is high [18] .
Discussion
The average primary streamer propagation velocity is ∼6×10 7 cm s −1 , which is in agreement with previously observed values [46] [47] [48] , despite the fact that figure 4 shows considerably more dispersion in the paths of the streamers than previous CCS studies [32, 44] . This can be explained by the spatial jitter of the TS discharge. Individual streamers do not necessarily follow the same path and thus, their propagation times certainly differ.
The calculated reduced electric field strength during the primary streamer phase of the TS (∼300 Td in maximum at the contact with cathode, with the error of the method of about 20%) is lower than usually obtained by modeling studies of positive streamer in air [8, 49, 50] . This can be explained by high degree of pre-ionization caused by the spark phase of the TS in connection with the relatively high repetition frequency of the discharge. The high electron density in the spark phase leads to significantly higher residual electron density in the gap. This results in lower maximum reduced electric field strength in the streamer head. This is consistent with the simulation results of Bourdon et al [12] , showing influence of the pre-ionization degree on the positive streamer characteristics, with maximum field in streamer's head around 200 Td only. It could be also related to relatively blunt anode, as shown by Kulikovsky [11] . Even though, the reduced electric field strength above 200 Td is enough for efficient direct electron impact ionization, and it can explain why electron density as high as 10 14 cm −3 can be achieved in the discharge channel right after the primary streamer bridges the electrodes [18] . The E/N in the discharge channel created by the primary streamer is certainly much lower. Previously, the average axial E/N in TS during the streamer-to-spark transition phase was estimated to be around 60-70 Td, assuming homogeneous axial E/N distribution [16] . In reality, the assumption of homogeneous axial E/N is not correct and the field is certainly higher near the anode, where it leads to the formation of the secondary streamer (see figure 4 , time around 10 ns).
The name 'secondary streamer' was given by Loeb who suggested it was a new ionization wave [6] , but it is a result of non-homogeneous distribution of the plasma conductivity along the gap. Lower plasma conductivity results in E/N increase near the anode [42, [51] [52] [53] , where it can reach value above 80 Td [52] . This is still not high enough for direct electron impact ionizations and consequently no FNS emission is observed during this phase. However, it is high enough for the generation of excited molecular nitrogen observed as 'the secondary streamer'.
The non-homogeneous axial distribution of E/N in the channel created by the primary streamer can be explained by the SPS emission intensity, which increases as the primary streamer propagates from the anode towards the cathode. The N 2 (C) excited states are mostly generated by the direct electron impact excitation of the ground state molecular nitrogen during this phase [41] . Thus, the increase of the SPS emission intensity closer to the cathode during the primary streamer phase indicates a non-homogeneous distribution of electron density along the filament created by the primary streamer, with increasing electron density towards the cathode. The conductivity of weakly ionized plasma is proportional to the electron density and should be thus higher near the cathode. As a result, the axial distribution of the electric field must be non-homogeneous after the primary streamer bridges the electrodes, with enhancement near the anode, where the plasma conductivity is lower.
To extend the region with the elevated field towards the cathode, the decrease of gas density near cathode is needed, as shown in the model of Bastien and Marode [51] . In the situation investigated here, the propagation of the secondary streamer was so fast (figure 4) that the decrease of gas density can probably be neglected. As a result, the extension of the 'high field' region from the anode towards the cathode is not possible. It would lead to the smoothening of the axial E/N distribution, i.e. in our case, the increase of E/N near the cathode is accompanied by the decrease of E/N near the anode. With the final homogeneously distributed E/N below 80 Td, no additional N 2 (C) states are generated and the secondary streamer (light emitting region) disappears without its propagation through the whole gap. This can probably explain why the secondary streamer stopped approximately 1 mm before the cathode (time ∼10 ns in figure 4) . Afterwards, the field probably remains weak during the whole spark phase, as can be also deduced from the fast decrease of the discharge voltage (figure 2), with no significant generation of N 2 (C) excited states, and consequently no SPS emission.
If the electric field is too low for the generation of N 2 (C), it is also too low for efficient generation of electrons by direct electron-impact reactions with N 2 and O 2 molecules. The plasma should enter the decay phase, with electron density quickly decreasing due to electron attachment and electronion recombination processes. This has been concluded from TS studies at lower frequencies, where the current after the primary streamer starts to drop [16] . However, no current drop after the primary streamer in the TS is obtained at 10 kHz (figure 2).
Both at low and higher TS repetition frequencies, the plasma bridge generated by the primary streamer enabled the passage of ohmic current through the discharge that does not need high E/N. The current delivered by the power supply is limited by external resistor to ∼1 mA, but the measured current right after the streamer is above 100 mA. In the first approximation, we thus need to consider only the current due to partial discharging of the internal capacity of the used electric circuit. The rate of discharging depends on the plasma channel conductivity that is proportional to the electron density. In order to explain further evolution of the discharge current, i.e. whether the discharging of C int will slow down or it will smoothly increase to form the spark current pulse, we need to answer the question of electron density evolution inside the generated plasma channel. We thus assume that further discharge current evolution is driven by the processes in the plasma volume. Different evolution of current and electron density during the streamer-to-spark phase means that the ratio between electron production and loss processes changes with increasing TS repetition frequency. At ∼10 kHz, the net electron production rate is always positive, despite low reduced electric field strength. This can be achieved either by an enhancement of electron production mechanisms, or by deceleration of electron loss processes. Unfortunately, we are not able to distinguish which scenario is more accurate, but we assume that memory effects induced by previous TS pulses: gas heating up to 500-600 K [16] , and changes in the gas composition, can explain both possibilities.
The electron attachment rate decreases if the gas density is reduced by heating. In addition, the accumulation of O species, as also obtained in nanosecond repetitive pulsed discharge at 10 kHz [54] , would accelerate the electron detachment reactions [55] . Moreover, O 4 + ions are decomposed at elevated temperature [10, 56] , which suppresses their recombination with electrons. This recombination process is an important electron sink channel at 300 K [10, 55] , because its rate coefficient is about two orders of magnitude higher than the rate coefficients of reactions with O 2 + and N 2 + ions [57, 58] . Altogether, these processes inhibit the electron losses.
Concerning the electron production processes, one possible explanation is the generation of charged particles by the ionization of species with lower ionization threshold energy, such as N 2 (A) or O. These species can be considered as the most typical 'successors' of the N 2 (C) excited states generated by the primary (mostly near the cathode) and the secondary (mostly near the anode) streamers:
Moreover, as we already mentioned, we assume that the density of accumulated atomic oxygen from previous pulses grows with increasing TS repetition frequency. Thanks to the high electron density (>10 14 cm −3 ), the stepwise ionization processes probably also plays a significant role in the generation of electrons. At lower frequencies, the electron attachment dominates and the importance of the stepwise ionization processes diminishes quickly due to decreasing electron density. At 10 kHz, assuming low attachment rate, the stepwise ionization processes can create a positive feedback, because their importance should increase with increasing electron density. Thus, the increase in the electron density should result to the faster generation of electrons by the stepwise pathways. Increasing electron density means higher plasma channel conductivity and faster discharging of C int , resulting to the spark current pulse formation.
Conclusions
We investigated the streamer-to-spark transition mechanism in the TS discharge in atmospheric pressure air using CCS. The TS is a self-pulsing discharge initiated by a primary streamer followed by a short spark current pulse. The TS mean repetition frequency can be controlled in the range 1-10 kHz by the applied voltage, but the self-pulsing frequency is not regular.
The results show that at TS repetition frequency ∼10 kHz, the transition from the primary streamer to the spark proceeds within about 10 ns. Such fast transition could be attributed to several memory effects, causing a low net electron attachment rate and faster propagation of the secondary streamer. First, the gas pre-heating decreases the density of the gas and thus, decreases the rate of electron attachment. Next, the accumulation of species such as oxygen atoms generated by the previous TS pulses can enhance electron detachment reactions.
With low net electron attachment rate, even relatively slow stepwise ionization processes could be sufficient to cause the transition to the spark and the breakdown after the secondary streamer. Another possible explanation is the generation of charged particles by ionization of species with lower ionization threshold energy, such as N 2 (A) or O. Further research is required, including kinetic modeling to verify this hypothesis. The rapid production of the light emission generated by atomic oxygen in the ionized channel after the secondary streamer is also worth of further deeper analysis. In future, we also hope to explain weak SPS emission that seems to be out of the gap, while there is no SPS emission inside the gap during the spark phase of TS.
The CCS was demonstrated to be a suitable technique for the investigation of such self-pulsing and erratically appearing discharges enabling to reveal elementary mechanisms of electron production and losses and consequently streamer to spark transition in non-homogeneous electric field in atmospheric pressure air. This study can potentially serve as a reference for more detailed future spectroscopic investigations of streamer to spark transition in air.
